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by lincoln tritt

once again another cider has
passed on how many do we have
left two

it seems with each passing of
the elders there are less and less
ncetsinectsi gwichingaichinGwichin surviving

while we arcare busy keeping the
whitemanwhitcman out of our lives they
have taken over our minds

in arctic village there arcare
more people who can understand
and identify with the whiteman
than the extremely few who can
understand and identify with the
traditional natives or elders

As with the passing of the el-
ders so too arcare common sense
approach to problems and situa-
tions it is frustrating to watch the

people listening to the white

mans answer that from my ex-

perienceperi ence and lealearningsmings arcare obvi-

ously wrong and will lead you
back to the same problem yet
when I1 criticize or make sugges-
tions from their reactions I1 feel
like a trouble maker

now I1 can feel the exasper-
ations of the past elders

I1 think for this reason we defl
nitelybitely must make some drastic
changes in our native education
institutions and our government
As it is when I1 go into our school
or the council office I1 see people
sitting around playing with their
toys or their little games As a re-
sult the peoples minds are not
developed they are processed
ultimately they end up following
nonsense directions when the
problem or work can be done

more effectively and with lasting
results if they know how to use
their own mind this would en-
able them to evaluate the problem
and with the future in mind pro-
vide a lasting or flexible answer

although the village is peace-
ful and there are no signs ofprob-
lems the lives of the next
gwichingaichinGwi chin generation is in great
jeopardy this would not be a
problem if talking can take care
of everything but while people
are talking they seem to have for-
gotten what physical work is in
the age of computers I1 guess this
should be expected in relation to
life no machinery can replace
what was already there the only
thing the machines can replace is

reality without reality there is no
chance for life


